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LILOU: Hello my beautiful co-creators. Lilou here. I’m on the juicy living tour today in Belgium outside of
beautiful medieval Brugges. Isn’t this a beautiful place? Oh my goodness.
PETER: The whole environment is beautiful here, so it’s really a thrill to be your guest and to have
become part of the club of the juicy human beings.
LILOU: You’re definitely juicy and you’re doing a lot of things for this earth. I must say you’re a former
mayor of the city in Belgium and 10 years ago, you awakened and you decided to expose the truth. So
we’re gonna speak about the new world order, the conspiracy theory, the chemtrails, the mind control,
all of that, but also the good part. There is a good news in all of that and it’s really important to me to
expose all of that and I just bring in some elements but also what can we do with all this. So thank you.
Thank you for accepting this interview, thank you for being a passionate leader out there.
PETER: Yeah. Okay. It wasn’t planned at the beginning of my life to become an activist but it’s like John
Lennon says, life is what happens to you when you’re busy making other plans. So you’re right, at the
beginning of this millennium, I wake it up and I started to question everything and go and look for the
answers and then putting all the puzzle pieces together to get a view of the essential questions, what’s
happening in this world? What’s life? What’s the reality? What’s cosmos? What’s God? And what’s the
meaning of life? And I think once you got to the essential answers and you get the view of the revolution
we are now witnessing and we are a part of, then you have a moral duty to go for it and to be part of the
change that we, as a human kind are now making.
LILOU: Do you say that 10 years ago you were sleeping and doing your mayor duties in a certain
mechanical way? Tell us what happened when something shifted.
PETER: Well, there didn’t happen anything from the external side, there wasn’t any dramatic accidental
something, I didn’t bump into a wall or something. It was just waking up and realizing that we are living
in an illusional world and –
LILOU: Did you find a document? What got you really passionate about this?

PETER: Finding the questions, the questioning was essential, so I did a lot of reading. I did go to many
lectures. I travelled around the world to go and see faces, for instance, the great pyramids in Egypt. You
have to be there on the plateau of Giza and to step inside it, to really feel that what the official
explanation is is simply not true. So I spoke to a lot of people, I did a lot of thinking. And to cut it short, I
made a u-turn, a turn of 180 degrees so I’m now thinking totally the opposite of what I used to think
because everything I thought was true is a lie. We have been lied and cheated beyond the imagination.
LILOU: By whom?
PETER: By the system, by the system because to my belief and as a result of my research, there is an
elite in this world who are forcing us into a direction that is not right direction. And so they are mind
controlling us, manipulation us, exploiting us on various ways and it’s really essential that we see this.
We see this dark side because these beings have no more feeling, they are obsessed with power and
becoming richer and richer and getting the whole planet, the whole human kind in their control. So we
know their names, we know the structures, we know how they do their plans, so we, as human kind, we
are 7 billion, they are few thousand, they only have the power because we obey them, we let them have
the power. So this has to stop on a peaceful way, not by revolution and by fighting because that’s their
way and we had enough of it. We have to go make as human kind the u-turn.
LILOU: So there’s really the good guys and the bad guys, that’s what you’re saying?
PETER: Yeah. It’s like in a movie. And to be honest, life is a movie. And the funny thing is that we created
this movie and we are sitting in theatre and we are looking on the screen where we are. Maybe you saw
the film from Woody Allen, the Purple Rose of Cairo, where at a certain moment, the character in the
movie comes out of the movie to talk with himself and that’s really what’s going on, what we are seeing
on the screen, our material reality when you think of it fundamentally, it’s only an illusion we all create
to have our experience and to my few and the whole life, the whole cosmos is one great consciousness
experience. That’s for instance also what the Mayans told us in their calendars how the 9 steps of
evolution going to the cosmic consciousness and 2012 is a very important date, not that everything is
going to happen then, it’s already happening and it’s going to take some more years. And we are making
this u-turn.
LILOU: What do they want us to think? What is the kind of world that they have set up or the mind game
that we’re trapped in, if there is such a thing?
PETER: They have taken away a lot of knowledge of us. For instance, the burning of the library of
Alexandria by order of the pope in 395.The burning of 300 [??] of the Mayas by the conquistadores. So
they made us believe that we are pure machine, that we are pure physical body, that we are an
important thing, that we are separated from one another, that we are just victims of life, and they made

us, we lost the realization that we are spiritual beings and that we are very powerful. So we have to take
this knowledge back and by taking that back, reinforcing our force, yeah, who we are.
LILOU: What is their intention then? To you, what do you see is their intention is on the world, on the
planet, on the universal scale?
PETER: To be honest, they are psychopaths and they are maniacs. They are obsessed with this idea of
becoming the master and to play the games and to be honest, in my view, it’s not only on the level of
the earth, it’s also having another level because their plan is so complex and so genius that come out of
human mind. So they are helped by other beings from another dimension.
LILOU: Are you talking of the grays?
PETER: A monster, others, yeah, the grays. But on the other side, we are also helped, they are also
beings from another dimension who are following everything.
LILOU: So there is a big multi-verse kind of war zone, we’re really in star wars?
PETER: Yeah. I think we are witnessing a cosmic event. So beings from all over the world are now come
to earth like in 60’s they are coming to Woodstock because they’re being wonderful happening. But all
kinds of things and it’s like a thrill. So it’s, yeah, things can go very wrong, it can become a total
catastrophe, but we know, from deep inside, that there will be a happy end. But we just can’t sit and
watch the movie, we have to be part of the movie.
LILOU: And heal ourselves so we can heal the earth.
PETER: Yes. I’m thinking about this quote. The healing of the earth and the healing of human spirit has
become the same thing because few hundred years with Rene Descartes, we begin to see the outside
world as a thing, there was a separation and we thought okay, nature something we can use, the
animals, they are for us to use and to eat. It’s unbelievable what we do and it’s the same with one
another. We have become opposites and we have to fight. Life is survival of the fittest, the strongest. So
that’s a way of thinking that will lead us nowhere. So that’s the big fundamental change that we are now
going through and we are at this moment only a minority. But it’s a minority that’s growing and that will
become really irresistible.
LILOU: I’m very much into us being a hundred percent responsible for our lives. Is there a way that by
being too much in the conspiracy theory we become somewhat victims of something and then we’re not
really activating our full potential and we’re kind of trapped in another story again and also another
question that I have is isn’t that outside that we see also part of us and part of what we have to heal
inside, meaning if we see so much destructive things and people, it’s not an aspect of ourselves, then.

PETER: Yes, because we are not one hundred percent light eater, we also have our dark sides. So I totally
agree, but you have to see the dark side also and you have to go through certain stages of becoming
surprised and furious and want to fight. Every stage is necessary but you can’t stay stuck in this, you
have to move and grow and I think we don’t have to fight against them, we have to fight, we have to
create our own new reality and the present reality is coming down anyway. It’s coming down so we have
to be prepared to present another reality. That’s also my belief, yeah.
LILOU: So there are new solutions being born.
PETER: Yeah, because I am very positive and optimistic. There is not one problem, not one that we
created that doesn’t have a solution. For the biggest environmental problems we have solutions. But it’s
the change and thinking and it’s a different approach. We have to cooperate like you say we are cocreators. Life is not fighting against each other. It’s living together and helping one another. So the focus
also in my life, in my engagement changed from fighting against to stepping forward for the truth, for
liberty, for health, and for another world.
LILOU: So I guess there is part of yourself, too, that you had to heal. It must be a lot of anger. I always,
always look at activism as a lot of energy moving forward and you must have a lot doors. I know you
sent those scientific proof and these manuals to international press, to ambassadors all around the
world. What was there response and did you get the response that you thought you would have?
PETER: Well, it’s a very difficult struggle to be honest. Also the first pace for yourself because at first you
just don’t want to believe it. We humans want to believe that Santa Claus really exists and there’s a
good man that is taking care for us. So you have to get over that disappointment if you want to. And
then you start contacting people who have responsibilities in the politics, in the media, civil service, the
professors and so on, and it’s almost impossible as long as they are in the matrix. So even if you are
confronting them what evidence mountain high, they just can’t see it. It’s not on their radar. They are
looking through different glasses. So you have to be patient and say okay, you’re still sleeping, I’m very
sorry but anyway I’m going to confront with this and with that and at the end, maybe at the right place
at the right time you will change, too. So it’s a kind of balance. Anything I do doesn’t have any sense at
the moment itself but it’s very important that I do it and other people who are awakening and who are
part of the change movement.
LILOU: It’s like moving forward, being passionate, knowing what you’re doing, you’re clear about what
you are doing but at the same time not bothering too much of other people’s opinion. You need to
strongly be centered and move forward with the tsunami coming.

PETER: Yes. I think we can’t stay too much focused on the expectations of results. We just have to be
like a farmer who is throwing his seeds. And at the right time, the right place, the cosmos will look after
it. So, yeah. You have to be active on the one side and confident and patient on the other side.
LILOU: Tell us about the mind games. Let’s go into the details of different things that you want to
expose. What are some of those mind games or things that happen in the nutrition or the chemtrails,
what would you like to start talking about, some of the proofs?
PETER: Well, chemtrails is something really deeply engaged in because I became so furious by the [??]
that we are being spread, so unbelievable, but they are pumping heavy metals, chemical crap and
virological things into the air for different reasons. And they are doing it in plain view, they are very
arrogant. It’s like the Chinese say, if you want to hide something, do it in the street. So they are just
doing it for different reasons. One of the reasons is to make us dumb and sick and weak, infertile and
dead at the end. Another topic in the same direction is vaccination. It’s unbelievable that we think that
by injecting this fluid which contains a virus of the sickness, which contains the culture where it’s
cultivated in, it consists of cells of [??] children and 20 chemicals – mercury and polysorbate and
aluminum and so on. When a baby is 1 year old here in Belgium, he has already had 20 doses of
vaccines. It’s unbelievable that we think that by injecting this into our system, we are helping our health.
So it’s becoming more and more absurd. Last week I read that in the United States, they are preparing
300 new vaccines, not only to prevent from becoming sick but also to cure you so to speak against
numbers of cancers and so on.
LILOU: For you, diseases are injected, is that part of the conspiracy theory that the AIDS even and other
viruses are kind of injected into society so it spreads and there is less population on the planet, is that
part of it?
PETER: I’m afraid so, yeah. That’s their plan. Every vaccine is poison. You have to say things like they are
and yeah, depopulation is one of their objectives and they are doing it without that we are noticing it.
For instance what they are doing to our food, some years ago they became a new set of principles for
the food. So to speak to protect our food, it’s the codex alimentarius. It’s 16,000 pages full of things and
what they are doing is rolling out the red carpet for the industry, the chemical industry that uses
antibiotics and all kinds of unnatural things. And it’s all being approved by our politicians. I asked one of
the europarliamentarius, how many of the 750 agreed, know something about this legislation? And he
said, maybe 5 know something about a little bit. So it’s all being prepared by the multinationals and so
on.
LILOU: What are some other of those societies or companies that are really at the top?
PETER: In nutrition.

LILOU: In nutrition, in all of it. Some names.
PETER: Well, it’s all the multinationals of the dynasties of the [??], the Rockafellers, the Morgans, the
[??], the [??], they have so many names. Any multinational is part of the evil system.
LILOU: How did it start?
PETER: It started long ago. I think it started at the beginning of our civilization in summer in Egypt and
you see that all the [??] and the kings and the emperors and so on, all the people who wrote were
obsessed with the idea of creating a big empire. And now of course they have more technological
possibilities to go to the finish and to really totally implement their plan of controlling the whole world
and controlling the whole humanity after reducing it to sustainable amount of people.
LILOU: So in all of that, what is the good news for us? Is there some potential that we survive or thrive?
PETER: Well, the good news is that by threatening us, by planning all this concept, they are waking us
up. You have to be sick sometimes to get cured and to go for a healthy. So by realizing and facing the
problem, there comes a solution. So when you push something under the water, then you have the
reaction that it wants to come out of the water and that’s what’s happening now and it has to happen. It
isn’t an accident. It’s meant to be. Life is something that doesn’t go linear. Life is something that goes on
in circles, in spirals. So we are now ending a long circle of 13,000 years of getting more and more into
the darkness, into the matter, into the isolation, into problems and we are now at the point that we are
facing the other side of going to totally other life.
LILOU: What are we capable of? What do you think are we capable of? What is our potential as human
species?
PETER: I think it’s unimaginable great, I think it was Jesus Christ who said that humans in the future will
be able to do much greater things than the miracles he already performed. So once we realize the
potential of our consciousness, how we can influence it and how we can do incredible things, really
incredible things, Greg Braden for instance showed to one of the videos where a cancer was cured
within I think 3 minutes just by focusing positive attention.
LILOU: And prayers, yeah.
PETER: And prayers, yeah. And pretending that it was already cured. So instead of being focused on how
the dark sides and the victim side and feeling helpless, we have to get the power back. They took us off.
LILOU: Yeah, because how would we react if we already lived and know that we’re living in a healthy
world, would our solutions be different? Like if we forget about the conspiracy theory and we’re living in

this world where it is already there, human beings have developed their potential, free energy exists,
exchange and natural things just really occur really effortlessly, what kind of solutions? What are we
gonna put in place right now that is gonna be so much more juicier with so much more power and so
much more love that there is just no darkness in our minds. Like that to me really is the core of the
conversation, like what can we do now knowing that and coming from that high vibration, what can we
manifest on earth right now, what can we bring knowing that it is already there because this time really
exists, you know we can already be living right now on this world. That’s quite something. Is there a new
just thinking that way, what can we bring to this world?
PETER: Well the biggest problem is a lack of knowing. So I think first you have to see what’s going on and
then say, okay, bye bye, this isn’t a reality I want to be part of it anymore and then create yourself and
what others who are also waking and another reality. So I think it’s like you put it in splendidly into
words.
LILOU: Just bring it on.
PETER: Yeah, right.
LILOU: Let’s create beautiful magical things my co-creators. Get together, connect, create groups, share
those interviews, this knowledge. Thank you for your time Peter. It was awesome meeting you.
PETER: It was a pleasure being your boyfriend for half an hour.
LILOU: Thank you for putting me in touch with Marcel Messing that I’ll be interviewing. Thank you.
PETER: It’ll be very interesting. Marcel is one of the persons I really admire. One of his books is Are You
Waking Up? I read it I think it was in 2007. I said this can’t be true, the way he described what’s
happening and I read it again and then I looked around me and I said, okay what he described what’s
happening is really the case. But Marcel also is also lifting it to a higher spiritual cosmic dimension. So
you have a good time with him.
LILOU: Thank you. Thank you Peter.
PETER: Okay. Bye-bye everybody.
LILOU: Much love. Bye-bye from Belgium.
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